
Disoriented Cryptic
Nine thematic Down clues yield two-word phrases which must be altered to fit the grid. 
The unclued Across entries form a phrase indicating what those grid entries have. The first 
letters of all of the across entries plus the letters from the shaded squares, when read in grid 
order, reveal the title of the song containing the phrase.
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Across
1 Fringe element in Soviet agency found in front of train (6)
6 One who's expected to succeed is heard to make 
mistakes (4)
10 Guiding principle incorporates no sort of strife. (6)
11 Herb in Tongan jar (5)
13 Typical summer TV fare about what's earned in 

baseball (5)
14 As for the central artery: bad traffic around rotary, but not 
with high volume (6)
19 Doctor Ed Salk a.k.a. “Doctor Who Menaces” (6)
22 Lay down a new track B: Devour remix (7)
24 Heard contractor’s guarantee: not to stand straight. (4)
25 A euphemism for “mend" (4)
28 In United Nations, northern bishopric is missed (6)
32 Pulp hero “The Conqueror's” cranium  is scalped (4)
34 Big personalities swallow good breakfast food (5)
37 Playful beasts scampering to rest (6)
38 Crash into iron structure (5)
39 Mythical Breton city? True spot is a place in southern 
Sweden (6)
40 Orange County tan adds a little extra measure of 
refinement (6)
41 Hill is covered in irises (4)
42 Sanka's percolated in mid-western locale (6)

Down

1 Refuse to appear
2 Begin to kill
3 Be quiet and withdraw from operation
4 Fulfill expectations and overcome scandal 
5 Mark type of blood beetle 
7 Wild west lawman decapitated bear and posse leader
8 Ate kin? Unusual diet.
9 Confront to acknowledge a shortcoming
10 Referees eject odd characters having big shoes
12 Dance realized as a kind of puzzle
15 Extremist inhabits cult ranks
16 Ran to ground and slipped out of place
17 Some vessels run adrift on Sunday
18 Farewell! Go to a better place that's draped in gold
20 Sled flew for ages, in times gone by
21 Woman's coin
23 Stores half of haul in tubs
26 Admiral's hold 
27 Sang or improvised some instruments 
29 Capone lieutenant engaged in knitting
30 Appear in conversation to reduce a price
31 Some kids grab too many dogs' tails
32 Parrots in the mountains? A Romantic poet has no time 

for that.
33 Obtain a commitment to imprison
35 Ancestor with a thousand bucks losing 500
36 Writes and prepares a gag


